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SUMMARY This paper proposes a speech watermarking method based
on the concept of formant tuning. The characteristic that formant tuning can
improve the sound quality of synthesized speech was employed to achieve
inaudibility for watermarking. In the proposed method, formants were
firstly extracted with linear prediction (LP) analysis and then embedded
with watermarks by symmetrically controlling a pair of line spectral fre-
quencies (LSFs) as formant tuning. We evaluated the proposed method by
two kinds of experiments regarding inaudibility and robustness compared
with other methods. Inaudibility was evaluated with objective and sub-
jective tests and robustness was evaluated with speech codecs and speech
processing. The results revealed that the proposed method could satisfy
both inaudibility and robustness that required for speech watermarking.
key words: speech watermarking, formant tuning, line spectral frequen-
cies, inaudibility, robustness

1. Introduction

Due to the illegal use of digital techniques, the problems of
unauthorized tampering in speech signals have arisen. For
digital forensics, the originality of recorded speech that used
in the court should be strictly confirmed. Speech water-
marking [1], [2] can detect tampering as well as check the
originality of speech by embedding information (referred as
watermarks) into the host signal. The embedded informa-
tion should be inaudible to human auditory system and fail
to be detected once a slight tampering has been made to the
host signal. This kind of watermarking is referred as fragile
watermarking. Nonetheless, to guarantee a reliable identi-
fication of tampering, fragile watermarking should first and
foremost be robust against speech processing to confirm that
the failed detection of watermarks could only be caused by
tampering. Therefore, robustness is extremely important for
speech watermarking. As a fundamental work, this paper
focuses on the inaudible and robust speech watermarking.

In literature, many speech watermarking methods to-
ward inaudibility and robustness have been proposed. These
methods can be categorized according to the implemented
domain. The time-domain methods, such as the least signifi-
cant bit-replacement (LSB) [3] method and the echo hiding-
based methods [4], [5], however, were prone to be not ro-
bust. Methods in [6]–[8] and the spread spectrum-based
methods [9]–[12] tried to achieve stronger robustness in the
transform-domain while inaudibility could not be always
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satisfied. Since the human auditory system (HAS) is partic-
ularly sensitive, several previous studies [13]–[15] exploited
the properties of HAS and applied such knowledge for wa-
termarking. In these methods, watermarks were embedded
into the perceptually inaudible components while leaving
the sensitive components intact to realize inaudibility.

Since the inaudibility and robustness conflict with each
other, watermarking that can satisfy both inaudibility and
robustness are difficult to realize. We previously proposed a
speech watermarking [16] based on modifying the line spec-
tral frequencies (LSFs) [17] with quantization index modu-
lation (QIM). However, QIM-based modifications to LSFs
could easily disrupt the formant structure of the host signal
and distort the sound quality. Moreover, due to the nature
of QIM, robustness of the previous method was improved at
the expense of degraded inaudibility which made it difficult
to get a trade-off between inaudibility and robustness. Ac-
cording to related studies in formant enhancement/tuning-
based speech synthesis where formants can be tuned to im-
prove the sound quality of synthesized speech, we found if
watermarks could be embedded through formant tuning, it
would be more reasonable to achieve both improved inaudi-
bility and robustness. In this paper, we propose a speech
watermarking method based on formant tuning.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2
introduces the fundamentals of formant tuning and the con-
cept of watermarking. Section 3 details the whole scheme
of the formant tuning-based watermarking. In Sect. 4, the
proposed method is evaluated with respect to inaudibility
and robustness in comparison with other typical methods.
In addition, a short discussion about the performance of the
proposed method as well as other compared methods is also
given out. Finally, we conclude our works in Sect. 5.

2. Concept Underlying Speech Watermarking

2.1 Related Studies on Formant Tuning

Formants correspond to concentrations of frequencies that
are close to the resonance frequencies of the vocal tract.
As a crucial acoustic feature for speech perception, formant
needs to be enhanced or tuned when the quality or intel-
ligibility of speech is impaired by various reasons. The
method of re-shaping the formant to make it sharper is com-
monly referred as formant enhancement/tuning. This kind
of method was originally developed in the adaptive post-
filtering of speech codec to alleviate the perceptual effect
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of quantization noise. Similar approaches that deal with
formant to achieve better speech quality are widely found
in the speech recognition system where the speech qual-
ity is reduced by noise [18], [19], and the hidden Markov
model (HMM) based speech synthesis [20] where speech is
muffled by the over-smoothed spectral envelope. In speech
synthesis, the post-filtering technique for both mel-cepstrum
based [21] and all-pole spectrum based [20], [22] spectra is
applied to obtain a more prominent formant structure as well
as improved sound quality.

Since formant tuning can improve the sound quality of
speech, modifications introduced by formant tuning may not
cause perceptual distortion to the original speech. There-
fore, watermarking based on formant tuning is possible to be
imperceptible to human to realize inaudibility. In this paper,
we take advantage of formant tuning to achieve inaudibility
for watermarking. However, in most speech synthesis meth-
ods, formants are tuned with complicated methods so that
the dynamics between formant peaks and spectral valleys
can be increased. As to accommodate watermarking with
formant tuning, we investigate a direct but effective formant
tuning method in this paper. The following subsections sep-
arately talk about how the formant can be estimated, tuned,
and then applied for watermarking.

2.2 Formant Estimation and Formant Tuning

Formant estimation: The source-filter model of speech pro-
duction is known as a linear model, in which the sound
source, such as the glottis, and the filter that formed by the
vocal tract, are assumed to be independent with each other.
Based on the source-filter model, the set of linear prediction
(LP) coefficients in Eq. (1) is an all-pole model that can pro-
vide accurate estimate of formants, where p indicates the LP
order, ai is the LP coefficient, x̂(n) is the prediction of x(n),
and x(n − i) stands for the i-th previous sample. Removing
the effect of formants with the inverse filter A(z) in Eq. (2)
is called inverse filtering. The signal e(n) in Eq. (3) that left
after inverse filtering is referred as residue.

x̂(n) =
p∑

i=1

aix(n − i) (1)

A(z) = 1 −
p∑

i=1

aiz
−i (2)

e(n) = x(n) −
p∑

i=1

aix(n − i) (3)

In practice, the LP coefficients are often substituted
with other representations such as LSFs and reflection co-
efficients (RCs) to ensure the stability of predictor. Among
these, LSFs have several excellent properties: (i) they are
less sensitive to noise; (ii) the influences caused by devia-
tion of LSFs can be limited to the local spectra, which sug-
gests that if LSFs are used to tune formant for watermark
embedding, the distortion introduced by watermarks in both
spectra and sound quality can be minimized; (iii) LSFs are

universal features in different speech codecs, hence water-
marks in LSFs are possible to survive from coding/decoding
to provide the robustness against different speech codecs.
According to these, we employ LSFs to tune formant for
watermarking. The LSFs converted from LP coefficients
satisfy the ordering property from 0 to π as follows, where
p indicates the LP order, φi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, are the LSFs.

0 < φ1 < φ2 < φ3 < · · · < φp < π (4)

Formant tuning: In general, each formant can be pro-
duced by two adjacent LSFs, the closer two LSFs are, the
sharper the formant is. For a fixed formant, sharpness can
be mathematically measured by tuning level, that is the Q-
value defined in Eq. (5):

Q =
f

BW
, (5)

where f stands for the center frequency of formant, BW is
the bandwidth. For different applications, BW has different
definitions. In our method, BW is defined as the bandwidth
between two LSFs of corresponding formant after convert-
ing them to frequency domain. For a fixed formant, when
Q-value is increased, formant will be much sharper. There-
fore, we tune a formant by increasing the Q-value. This can
be realized by symmetrically closing up two LSFs to gener-
ate a narrower bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 1, the original
formant (dotted curve) produced by two LSFs, φl and φr, has
a tuning level Qc defined in Eq. (6), where fc is the center
frequency, BWc is the bandwidth between the frequencies fl
and fr that converted from φl and φr with Eq. (7), where Fs

is the sampling frequency of signal.

Qc =
fc

BWc
=

fc
fr − fl

(6)

fr =
φr

2π
× Fs and fl =

φl

2π
× Fs (7)

To tune this formant, as shown in Fig. 1, φl and φr are
symmetrically shifted to close to each other, that is φl to φlw

and φr to φrw. This process can be expressed as follows:

φlw = φl + Δ and φrw = φr − Δ, 0 < Δ < (φr − φl)/2,

(8)

Fig. 1 Formant tuning by LSFs with respect to center frequency.
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where Δ is the modification degree to control formant tun-
ing, a bigger Δ indicates a more severe modification and
a much tuned formant. After this, a narrower bandwidth
BWew in Eq. (9) is produced. The tuning level of the newly
obtained formant (solid curve in Fig. 1) is increased to Qew.

Qew =
fc

BWew
=

fc
frw − flw

(9)

where flw and frw are calculated as follows:

frw =
φrw

2π
× Fs and flw =

φlw

2π
× Fs (10)

Note that in the above method, two LSFs are symmetri-
cally modified, there is no deviation in the center frequency
which furthest maintains sound quality of original signal.

2.3 Watermarking Based on Formant Tuning

Preliminary analysis: We use the above formant tuning
method for watermarking. Watermarks can be embedded
into the host signal when LSFs are shifted for formant tun-
ing. Before embedding process, several issues should be
clarified to make the watermarking method effective.

(i) Selection of the suitable formant for tuning. Several
formants can be estimated from the speech segment in each
frame, we should select the suitable formant for tuning. As
we have surveyed, the distortion caused by tuning formants
in the lower and higher frequencies can be easily perceived
by human, we thus leave the first formant and last formant
unmodified. Only one formant in the middle region will be
tuned for watermark embedding.

(ii) Embedding and blind detection mechanism. For-
mants in each frame can be consecutively indexed with F1,
F2, F3, · · ·, from the low frequency to high frequency. For
different frames, if the watermarks are embed into the same
indexed formants, it will be easy for the attackers to de-
stroy them with simple rule. As to well hide watermarks,
the formant for embedding will be randomly selected from
each frame according to watermark ‘0’ or ‘1’ in our method.
Moreover, since formant structures vary widely with differ-
ent speech frames, it is preferable to tune the selected for-
mants according to their original tuning characteristics (self-
adaptive tuning) to achieve inaudibility.

However, the above embedding mechanism concerning
random formant selection and self-adaptive tuning results in
a serious problem for blind watermark detection since it is
so difficult to detect watermarks just relying on the irregu-
lar formant structure extracted from the watermarked signal
when any prior knowledge about which formant has been
tuned and how it has been tuned is not available. As we
have considered, one solution for both inaudibility and blind
detection is we can tune the selected formant and hence to
establish an internal relationship between the tuned formant
and another formant in current frame, where the relation-
ship is used to reflect the position of tuned formant and how
the formant is tuned. In detection process, two formants can
make a cross-reference. Watermarks can be extracted by

Fig. 2 Concept of watermark embedding: (a) embed ‘0’ and
(b) embed ‘1’.

identifying the relationship.
Embedding concept: In our method, each speech

frame will be embedded with one bit watermark, ‘0’ or ‘1’.
For each frame, firstly, we use LP analysis to estimate the
formants. Secondly, we check the bandwidth (indicated by
two LSFs) of each formant in the middle region. The smaller
the bandwidth is, the sharper the formant is. Thirdly, we
separately calculate and label the tuning level of each for-
mant as Q0, Q1, · · · with increased bandwidth. As seen in
Figs. 2 (a) and 2(b), the sharpest formant (produced by φa

and φb, labelled as Q0, Q0 =
fc0

BWab
) has the smallest band-

width BWab, and the second sharpest formant (produced by
φc and φd, labelled as Q1, Q1 =

fc1

BWcd
) has the second small-

est bandwidth BWcd. That is BWcd > BWab. Relationships
for embedding ‘0’ and ‘1’ will be established between two
sharpest formants (the Q0, Q1 labelled formants) by tuning
one of them. The reason why these two formants are se-
lected to carry the relationships of watermarks will be ex-
plained later.

A. Rule of embedding ‘0’: If ‘0’ will be embedded, as
seen in Fig. 2 (a), we will tune the sharpest formant with a
tuning factor Ωe0 (Ωe0 > 1). Therefore, the original band-
width BWab will be reduced to its 1/Ωe0. In Eq. (11), the
newly obtained bandwidth BWabw equals to BWab

Ωe0
.

Q0 ×Ωe0 =
fc0

BWab
×Ωe0 =

fc0

BWabw
, Ωe0 > 1 (11)

As to reduce BWab to BWabw, original LSFs φa and φb in
Eq. (12) will be symmetrically shifted to φaw and φbw with
respect to the center frequency fc0.

φaw = φa + Δe0 and φbw = φb − Δe0 (12)

where the modification degree Δe0 is calculated by φa, φb,
and Ωe0 with Eq. (13).

Δe0 =
1
2

[
(φb − φa) ×

(
1 − 1
Ωe0

)]
(13)

Since BWcd is originally larger than BWab, after for-
mant tuning, BWcd > BWabw × Ωe0. And this relationship
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Fig. 3 Concept of watermark detection: (a) ‘0’ is detected and (b) ‘1’ is
detected.

has been established in current frame for embedding ‘0’.
B. Rule of embedding ‘1’: If ‘1’ will be embedded, as

seen in Fig. 2 (b), we will tune the second sharpest formant
with a tuning factor Ωe1 =

BWcd

BWab
in Eq. (14). With this factor,

the newly obtained bandwidth BWcdw of the second sharpest
formant will be reduced to the same as BWab.

Q1 ×Ωe1 =
fc1

BWcd
×Ωe1 =

fc1

BWcdw
=

fc1

BWab
,

Ωe1 =
BWcd

BWab

(14)

To achieve this, original LSFs φc and φd in Eq. (15) will be
shifted to φcw and φdw as follows:

φcw = φc + Δe1 and φdw = φd − Δe1 (15)

where Δe1 is calculated by φc, φd and Ωe1 with Eq. (16).

Δe1 =
1
2

[
(φd − φc) ×

(
1 − 1
Ωe1

)]
(16)

Therefore, ‘1’ can be embedded by establishing the re-
lationship that the second sharpest formant has the same
bandwidth as the sharpest formant, that is BWcdw = BWab.

In summary, watermarks are embedded by tuning one
formant and thus to establish different bandwidth relation-
ships between the sharpest and the second sharpest for-
mants. When ‘0’ is embedded, bandwidth difference be-
tween the sharpest and the second sharpest formants is in-
creased since the smaller bandwidth is reduced; while for
‘1’, bandwidth difference is reduced to 0 since the larger
bandwidth is reduced to the same as the smaller one. This
opposite mechanism enables blind detection of watermarks.

Detection concept: According to the embedding con-
cept, bandwidth relationships always exist in the sharpest
and the second sharpest formants no matter for embedding
‘0’ or ‘1’. In detection process, for each frame of the wa-
termarked signal, we separately extract two smallest band-
widths from the sharpest and the second sharpest formants.
As seen in Fig. 3, we name them as bwab (the smallest, pro-
duced by θa and θb) and bwcd (the second smallest, produced
by θc and θd). According to Fig. 3 (a), if ‘0’ has been em-
bedded, we have bwcd > bwab × Ωe0, an equivalent repre-
sentation is given in Eq. (17); if ‘1’ has been embedded, ac-
cording to Fig. 3 (b), bwcd should be equal to bwab. Note

Fig. 4 Problem when tuning a smooth formant for watermarking.

that the LSFs before embedding, φa, φb, φc, φd, are not
available in the detection, they are just illustrated for un-
derstanding. Since LP analysis calculates LP coefficients
(or LSFs) with the criterion that the mean-squared error is
always minimized, the LP coefficients (or LSFs) that are de-
rived from watermarked frame are not exactly the same as
those after embedding process even there is no modifica-
tions. Therefore, we set a threshold as expressed in Eq. (18)
to discriminate two cases of embedding ‘0’ or ‘1’, and en-
able the method to be error-tolerant.

bwcd − bwab > bwab × (Ωe0 − 1) (17)

ŝ(m) =

{
0, bwcd − bwab > bwab × (Ωe0 − 1)/2
1, otherwise

(18)

Embedding and detection analysis: Now we discuss
why the sharpest and the second sharpest formants are se-
lected to carry the relationship for watermarks. For the ex-
ample in Fig. 4, three sharpest formants that labelled as Q0

(the sharpest formant), Q1 (the second sharpest formant),
and Q2 (the third sharpest formant) originally follow the
bandwidth relationship that BWi j > BWcd > BWab. Con-
sider one case that Q0 and Q2 labelled formants are se-
lected for watermark embedding. To embed ‘1’, BWi j will
be made to the same as BWab for formant tuning. Since
BWi j > BWcd > BWab, the modification to BWi j will be
severer in comparison with tuning the Q1 labelled formant.
Therefore, sound quality will be much degraded. Alterna-
tively, if we slightly reduce BWi j to embed ‘1’ and if BWi jw

in Fig. 4 is still larger than BWcd after tuning, it will be diffi-
cult or even impossible to recognize bandwidth relationship
for watermark detection. Although this phenomenon can be
alleviated by setting bandwidth bounds for detection, for-
mant tuning in embedding process, however, will be much
hampered and complicated.

In comparison, establishing bandwidth relationships in
the sharpest and the second sharpest formants can effectively
avoid the above problem. This is because these two for-
mants always possess two smallest bandwidths no matter
before or after watermarking, so the bandwidth relationships
in the detection process can be extracted for watermark de-
tection without any ambiguity. Besides, the distortion in-
troduced by formant tuning in this case can be minimized
compared with tuning other formants.

3. Scheme of Formant Tuning-Based Watermarking

The proposed watermarking scheme is based on the speech
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Fig. 5 Block diagram of watermarking: (a) embedding and (b) detection.

analysis/synthesis technique that explained in Sect. 2.2 (for-
mant estimation). LP can analyze the speech signal by esti-
mating the formants and extracting the residue. Watermarks
are embedded by tuning one formant. Convolution of the
residue signal (excitation signal) with the filter response that
characterized by the tuned formant and the other formants
can synthesize the watermarked signal.

Embedding process: Figure 5 (a) has a block diagram
of the whole embedding process. The host signal x(n) is
segmented into non-overlapping frames. For each frame, LP
analysis is applied to obtain LP coefficients and LP residue.
The LP coefficients are converted to LSFs. Watermark is
embedded into current frame according to the concept that
introduced in Sect. 2.3, after which two modified LSFs are
generated. All LSFs including the modified LSFs and the
other un-modified LSFs are converted back to LP coeffi-
cients. The current frame is then synthesized by inputting
the residue signal to the synthesis filter in Eq. (19) that char-
acterized by the newly obtained LP coefficient âi. Water-
marked signal, y(n), is finally reconstructed with all water-
marked frames using non-overlapping and adding function.

1

Â(z)
=

1

1 −∑p
i=1 âiz−i

(19)

Detection process: The detection process is illustrated
in Fig. 5 (b). We apply the same procedures as those in em-
bedding process to the watermarked signal y(n) to obtain the
LSFs of each frame. Two smallest bandwidths are then ex-
tracted. The watermark in each frame is detected with the
method in Sect. 2.3. Each frame can be extracted with one
bit. All extracted bits can construct the whole watermark
signal, ŝ(m).

4. Evaluations

4.1 Database and Conditions

We conducted several experiments with respect to inaudibil-
ity and robustness to evaluate the proposed method. Twelve
speech stimuli (Japanese sentences, uttered by six males and
six females) in the ATR speech database (B set) [23] were
used as the host signals. All stimuli were clipped into 8.1-
second duration, sampled at 20 kHz, and quantized with 16

Fig. 6 Group separation for bit rates of 4 bps and 8 bps.

bits. The embedded watermarks was “JAIST-IS-Acoustic”.
Since our method is based on speech analysis/synthesis, the
frame size was fixed at 25 ms (40 frames in 1.0 second)
to attain better sound quality. For extended use of water-
marking as information hiding method, we evaluated the
performance of the proposed method as a function of bit
rate. To construct the bit rates, all frames within 1.0-second
speech segment were separately divided into 4, 8, 20, and
40 groups. Frames within the same group were embedded
with the same watermark and then detected the watermark
with a majority decision. Thus, the bit rates for the proposed
method were 4, 8, 20, and 40 bps. An example of frame sep-
aration at 4 bps and 8 bps is shown in Fig. 6.

Inaudibility could be checked by objective and subjec-
tive tests. The log spectrum distortion (LSD) [24] and per-
ceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [25] were ob-
jective measures. They could estimate the degradation be-
tween the host signal and the watermarked signal. LSD in
decibel (dB) was the spectral distance measure between the
host signal and watermarked signal. LSD of 1.0 dB was the
criterion, and a lower value indicated less distortion. PESQ
recommended by ITU-T recommendation P.862 could map
PESQ scores to objective difference grades (ODGs) that
coverd from −0.5 (very annoying) to 4.5 (imperceptible).
PESQ of 3.0 (slightly annoying) was set as the criterion.

Robustness could be evaluated by Bit Error Rate (BER)
that defined as the percentage of mismatched bits between
the embedded watermarks and the detected watermarks. A
lower BER indicated stronger robustness. We chose BER of
10% as the criterion.

4.2 Parameter Analysis

In the proposed method, two adjustable parameters, i.e., LP
order and Ωe0 for embedding ‘0’ affect the performance of
inaudibility and robustness (Ωe1 for embedding ‘1’ is au-
tomatically fixed according to bandwidth characteristics of
each frame). These two parameters should be optimized for
the proposed method.

LP order: The order of LP analysis is important to de-
termine the characteristics of formant structure. High LP
order is beneficial to follow the details of spectrum contour,
and more finer formants can be estimated under high LP
order. Low LP order can just provide global frequency in-
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formation, only a few global formants can be provided in
this case. Under low order LP analysis, each estimated for-
mant will carry more information in comparison with the
formant that estimated by high order LP analysis. That is
to say the sound distortion brought by tuning one formant
that estimated with low order LP analysis will be more se-
vere. Therefore, to achieve inaudibility, LP order should be
as higher as possible. On the other hand, since most pro-
cessing will bring distortion to the formant structure of wa-
termarked signal, if LP order is so high to follow all the
spectral details, any distortion will result in LSFs deviation,
which will obstruct the watermark detection. In this case,
LP order should be low to achieve robustness.

Modification degree Ωe0: According to Eq. (17), big-
ger Ωe0 will increase the bandwidth difference between the
sharpest formant and the second sharpest formant which
makes it easier to discriminate ‘0’ or ‘1’. However, big-
ger Ωe0 also means severe modification to the formant in the
host signal which will degrade the sound quality severely.

The inaudibility and robustness are conflicting, and af-
fected by LP order and Ωe0. To select the optimal parame-
ters, we tentatively checked the inaudibility and robustness
performance (at 4 bps) as a function of LP order andΩe0. LP
order was selected as 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20. Ωe0 was
selected as 1.50, 1.65, 2.0, and 3.0. Since objective mea-
sures enable quick results, we evaluated inaudibility with
LSD and PESQ. Robustness was checked by normal detec-
tion with BER results. We also checked the detection after
G.729 (Code-excited linear prediction (CELP)) codec. This
is because many watermarking methods [1] fail to extract
watermarks after this codec. Therefore, robustness against
G.729 is one of the most difficult criterion, which can typi-
cally check whether the method is robust or not.

According to the LSD and PESQ results in Fig. 7, we
can find: (i) under the same Ωe0, inaudibility was not obvi-
ously affected by different LP orders; (ii) under the same LP
order, when Ωe0 was increased to 3.0, there was an obvious
distortion in inaudibility. Therefore, Ωe0 should be less than
3.0 for inaudibility. The results in Fig. 8 shows the robust-
ness results. We can see LP order and Ωe0 almost had noth-
ing to do with normal detection, while it greatly influenced
the robustness against G.729 since BER results drastically

Fig. 7 Inaudibility affected by LP order and Ωe0, (a) LSD and (b) PESQ.

increased when LP order was increased. Hence, it would be
prefer to choose lower LP order for robustness. According
to these results, we finalized Ωe0 as 2.0 for inaudibility and
LP order as 10 (where BER after G.729 at Ωe0 = 2.0 could
be controlled below 10%) for robustness.

4.3 Comparative Evaluations

We follow the above parameters to evaluate the proposed
method. Evaluations were also done to three typical meth-
ods: the least significant bit-replacement (LSB) method [3],
direct spread spectrum (DSS) method [10], and cochlear de-
lay (CD) method [26], which have separately exhibited ex-
cellent performance in inaudibility, robustness, and both in-
audibility and robustness. A quick review of these methods
is as follows: LSB replaces the least significant bits with
watermarks at the quantization level so that replacement in
less perceptible component does not cause distortion to hu-
man perception; DSS spreads watermarks over many (possi-
bly all) frequency bands so that watermarks cannot be easily
destroyed; CD embeds watermarks by enhancing the phase
information of the host signal with respect to two kinds of
cochlear delay (one is for ‘0’ and the other one is for ‘1’).
The bit rates for LSB, DSS, and CD were 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64
bps according to their original implementations. All evalua-
tion results were calculated on the average of twelve stimuli.

4.3.1 Evaluations of Inaudibility

Objective evaluations: LSD and PESQ results of the pro-
posed method, CD, DSS, and LSB are plotted in Fig. 9. As
we can see, LSB had the best performance among all the
four methods. CD could satisfy inaudibility when the bit
rate was no more than 16 bps. DSS could not satisfy the cri-
teria for either LSD or PESQ. The proposed method could
satisfy criteria for both LSD and PESQ, which indicated it
could objectively satisfy the inaudibility requirement.

Subjective evaluation: Inaudibility of the proposed
method was also investigated via a listening test in which
all twelve stimuli were involved. The following experiment
conditions referred to those in [27]. For each stimulus, five
test pairs were set up. Each test pair contained two tracks,

Fig. 8 Robustness affected by LP order and Ωe0, (a) normal detection
and (b) detection after G.729.
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Fig. 9 Evaluation results of inaudibility: (a) LSD and (b) PESQ.

Fig. 10 Evaluation results of inaudibility with listening test.

one was the original (Org) stimulus and the other was the
same original (Org) stimulus, or the resynthesized origi-
nal (ResynOrg) stimulus, or the watermarked stimulus (at 4
bps) that was realized by the proposed method (Pro), CD, or
DSS, where the test pair consisted of the original (Org) stim-
ulus and resynthesized original (ResynOrg) stimulus was
evaluated for the proposed method to check whether sound
distortion could be caused by speech analysis/synthesis in
spite of watermarks. Three male subjects and one female
subject with normal hearing participated in the listening test.
Each subject was presented with one test pair in a trial and
then asked to report the similarity between two tracks by
choosing a subjective score from 0 (completely the same),
1 (probably the same), 2 (probably different), and 3 (com-
pletely different). Each subject was totally presented with
60 test pairs (twelve stimuli × five pairs (Org-Org, Org-
ResynOrg, Org-Pro, Org-CD, Org-DSS)).

The mean subjective scores on five test pairs for each
stimuli are given out in Fig. 10. These results revealed that
it was difficult for subjects to tell the difference between
two tracks in the Org-Org, Org-ResynOrg, and Org-Pro
test pairs, which suggested that the sound distortion caused
by speech analysis/synthesis and watermarks embedding in
proposed method was perceptually insignificant. In compar-
ison, CD was slightly perceptible for a few stimuli, while
DSS introduced obvious distortion to the host signals.

Fig. 11 Evaluation of robustness against speech codecs: (a) normal
detection (no processing), (b) G.711, (c) G.726, and (d) G.729.

Fig. 12 Evaluation of robustness against re-sampling at (a) 24 kHz and
(b) 12 kHz and re-quantization with (c) 24 bits and (d) 8 bits.

4.3.2 Evaluations of Robustness

Robustness against speech codecs: We applied three typi-
cal speech codecs of G.711 (pulse code modulation (PCM)),
G.726 (adaptive differential PCM (ADPCM)), and G.729 to
the watermarked signals. As shown in Fig. 11, none of the
compared methods (CD, DSS, and LSB) could survive from
all speech codecs, even for the robust DSS method. The pro-
posed method was robust against normal detection, G.711,
G.726, and G.729, although BER after G.729 was not so
perfect. These results implied that the proposed method had
good robustness against different speech codecs.

Robustness against speech processing: First, we eval-
uated the proposed method against general processing:
(a) re-sampling at 12 kHz and 24 kHz, (b) re-quantization
with 24 bits and 8 bits. Figure 12 plots all results. DSS
obviously performed the best. LSB was only good for re-
quantization with 24 bits. The proposed method and CD
provided good performance except for re-quantization with
8 bits. The reason for this with the proposed method was
re-quantization at lower rate compared with signal’s orig-
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Table 1 BER (%) results of robustness against practical processing.

Bit rate Processing CD DSS LSB Proposed

4 bps

Ampl. by 2.0 3.57 0.00 50.00 0.78
Ampl. by 0.5 3.57 0.00 52.58 0.78
STFT 3.57 0.00 0.00 0.78
GTFB 33.93 0.00 46.58 1.04
Noise addition 3.57 0.00 0.00 0.00
Echo addition 35.71 0.00 57.17 7.81

8 bps

Ampl. by 2.0 3.59 0.00 52.21 0.86
Ampl. by 0.5 5.52 0.00 50.67 0.45
STFT 6.91 0.00 0.00 0.78
GTFB 39.47 0.00 48.73 1.25
Noise addition 4.42 0.00 0.00 0.00
Echo addition 36.81 0.00 55.36 6.36

inal parameter introduced some distortions to the water-
marked signal, which destroyed the bandwidth relationship
for watermark detection. Second, we evaluated the proposed
method with other practical speech processing. These in-
cluded (a) signal amplifying by 2.0 and 0.5, speech anal-
ysis/synthesis by (b) short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
and (c) gammatone filterbank (GTFB). We also took a series
of standard processing that recommended by the Informa-
tion Hiding and its Criteria (IHC) committee [28] as refer-
ence, although these were designed to evaluate audio water-
marking. These involved (d) Gaussian noise addition with
an overall average SNR (signal to noise ratios) of 36 dB; (e)
a single 100-ms echo addition of −6 dB. The BER results
(in %) at 4 bps and 8 bps are listed in Table 1. The proposed
method and DSS were robust against these processing.

4.4 Discussion and Future Work

Discussion on compared methods: We give a short discus-
sion on the performance of all compared methods. LSB
method embedded watermarks in the least significant bits
so that the distortion was negligible which made the LSB
perfectly inaudible. However, watermarks in the least sig-
nificant bits could be easily reset by the operations related
to amplitude modifications or lossy processing, which made
this method fragile. DSS was relatively robust (except
for G.729) since watermarks were spread over a wide fre-
quency range, only all possible frequencies were destroyed
with considerable strength could eliminate the watermarks.
Therefore DSS exhibited strong robustness for most pro-
cessing. However, watermarks in a wide frequencies made
them perceptually significant. Watermarks in CD were em-
bedded as phase information by modelling the cochlear de-
lay. According to the characteristics of cochlear delay, de-
tection of watermarks ‘0’ and ‘1’ strongly depended on the
cue in low frequency phase. Correspondingly, once phase
information in low frequency was destroyed or erased by
other processing, such as GTFB and G.729 codec, water-
marks could not be detected. In summary, LSB was not
robust but inaudible, DSS was robust but not inaudible, and
CD could conditionally satisfy inaudibility and robustness.

Discussion on the proposed method: The proposed
method had several advantages. (i) It can basically satisfy

both inaudibility and robustness. Formant tuning is capable
to improve the sound quality of synthesized speech, water-
marks embedded as formant tuning was almost inaudible to
HAS. Watermark detection by identifying bandwidth rela-
tionship was able to tolerate small change of frequency com-
ponents caused by other processing. Besides, each frame
had its own frequency characteristic, the tuned formant (the
sharpest formant or the second sharpest formant) was possi-
ble to exist in any frequency range. When small proportion
of frequency components that did not contain watermarks
were changed, watermarks were able to survive. Moreover,
(ii) from the point of security, embedding watermarks into
the intrinsically irregular formant structures made the water-
marks confidential. This was because various formant struc-
tures made it difficult for the attackers or the third party to
confirm whether the formant structure was formed by arti-
ficial manipulation or not, since embedded bandwidth re-
lationship was also possible in a rough speech. Especially
when the LP order for estimating formants was unknown,
bandwidth relationship was unable to discover. Further-
more, as mentioned before, the tuned formant was possible
to exist in any frequency, which made it difficult to eliminate
watermarks by just destroying a narrow frequency range.

It is also important to note that although LSFs in the
proposed method were shifted so that watermarks could be
embedded, the proposed method was essentially different
from QIM-based watermarking. This is because QIM-based
watermarking modify embedding parameter without physi-
cal meaning, while the modification to LSFs in our method
was motivated by formant tuning.

Nonetheless, our work left something to be desired.
(i) The proposed method is frame-based watermarking, a
frame synchronization scheme will be implemented in the
future. (ii) We have investigated the inaudibility and robust-
ness of the proposed method. In the next step, we will de-
velop the proposed method for tampering detection.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel speech watermarking based on
formant tuning. The property that formant can be tuned to
improve the sound quality for synthesized speech was intro-
duced to the proposed method to achieve inaudibility. To
make the method effective, we investigated how the formant
could be tuned with a pair of LSFs. Considering the de-
sired performance of inaudibility and blind detection, water-
marks were embedded as bandwidth relationships between
the sharpest and the second sharpest formant by tuning one
of them. We conducted several experiments to evaluated the
proposed method. The evaluation results showed the pro-
posed method possessed good performance in both inaudi-
bility and robustness, which established a good foundation
for tampering detection of speech signals in the next step.
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